T-CAM
Camera Tracking

CONFERENCE CAMERA TRACKING made
EASY & EFFORTLESS
CAMERA TRACKING MADE EASY
The T-Cam Camera Tracking package is a complete and out-of-thebox solution for conference camera tracking. The T-Cam package
comes with 2 cameras, a video switcher, and software to be up and
running in no time. The system allows straightforward installation, fast
configuration and integration of a camera tracking system with any
Televic Conference system. The T-Cam solution controls up to 4 3G-SDI
cameras.

SIMPLE CONFIGURATION
By combining hardware and software, the T-Cam solution makes
it easy to use and control cameras. Installers can quickly set up
cameras, create talking heads, automatically switch the camera
between participants, and even add a participant’s name as an overlay
on top of the image.

FLEXIBLE PACKAGES
The T-Cam Camera Tracking Solution comes in 3 different packages,
depending on the number of cameras required and the option for a
name overlay.

Features
Seamless integration with Televic Conference systems
Integrates perfectly with D-Cerno, Plixus engine (Embedded
Room Server), CoCon, and Confidea G3
Creation of a synoptic for easy configuration of camera positions
2 shots per seat
2 shots for the wide shot
Multiple seat configurations immediately available for flexible
seating arrangements
Configuration of camera positions can be done with the software
or with a USB-joystick (not included in any of the packages)
Manual switch to HDMI input for static input (e.g.: presentation
laptop)
15× Optical zoom on cameras
Software may be upgraded to webcasting software

1080p/60 • 15× Zoom • 340

0° angle • 120° tilt • 3G-SDI

Flexible Packages

BASIC PACKAGE
The basic package contains everything you need for a
basic camera tracking set-up:
2 3G-SDI Cameras
Camera interconnection cables
Capture card: Blackmagic DeckLink Mini Recorder
Video switcher: Blackmagic ATEM TV Studio
T-Cam Software: PC software with a license or control of
2 cameras			

EXTRA CAMERA & LICENSE
This package adds another camera and a camera license
Up to 2 packages may be ordered for a maximum of 4
cameras.
1 3G-SDI Camera
Camera interconnection cables
1 license for one additional camera

NAME OVERLAY LICENSE
This add-on allows an overlay to be added onto the
video output by using an additional capture card.
1 license for name overlay
Capture card: Blackmagic DeckLink Mini Recorder
The names for the video overlay come from the CoCon
delegate database.Since a second capture card is required, a
PC with 2 PCI slots is required, too. Finally, CoCon Discussion
is mandatory, as well.

Designed for all
product families

TELEVIC

Seamless integration and plug & play

D-CERNO
T-Cam is an ideal partner for D-Cerno: both are plug & play and allow
you to get up and running in no time. Adding camera tracking is as
easy as installing the D-Cerno system.

PLIXUS ENGINE (EMBEDDED ROOM SERVER)
Plixus® and T-Cam were made for each other. Whether it’s a full-blown
multimedia conference room with other video devices, or an audio-only
venue: adding camera tracking is straightforward. Enjoy all the benefits
of Plixus’s Full HD video network capabilities.

COCON
Of course T-Cam was designed to work flawlessy alongside CoCon,
Televic Conference’s integrated software suite. The camera tracking
images are available in the Video Routing application to allow versatile
output options.

CONFIDEA G3 WIRELESS
Even the Confidea G3 Wireless is a great companion for T-Cam. Create
talking heads wherever the participants are seated and have flexible
control over the shots.

What’s included in the T-CAM Box
Full HD PTZ Camera

Blackmagic DeckLink Mini

PTZ Camera

Capture Card

Blackmagic ATEM Television Studio HD

T-Cam Camera Control

Video Switcher

Configuration Software

Intuitive Configuration

T-Cam Camera Control puts fast and easy
camer tracking options at your fingertips.
Configure camera positions
Assign name overlays (separate license
required)
Set up 2 shots per seat, wide shots, etc.
Manual override
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